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I was asked to share my memories regarding Bob's legal career. It was suggested that this tribute could be between three and six pages. I do not need that much space to talk about Bob Garbarino. Bob always taught me to be bright, be brief and be gone!

When Bob and I first met, he was kind enough to offer me a summer clerkship at Crumlish & Kania. That summer clerkship evolved into a lifetime relationship.

I learned so much that summer. I learned how to be a good clerk and a potentially good lawyer; I learned how to work long hours and to say "thank you" for allowing me to do so; I learned what it was to have my wife threaten divorce over a summer job, but it was worth it. Bob's encouragement helped me to finish law school, take the bar and start a law career.

My legal career only lasted two and a half years, and then I entered the business world. Bob and I, of course, kept in touch during that period and especially when Bob began his job at Villanova. What a great idea for the school to hire a person of his integrity, ability and understanding. That understanding spilled over to two of my children's years at Villanova, and they join me in sending best wishes to Bob via this tribute.

Bob has taught me a lot and for that I am eternally grateful.

With warm personal regards, I remain Bob's friend. . . .
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